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Abstract 

Crowd sensing has the potential to empower urban 

citizens in the current trend of “Smart City” research 

and development.  In compliment to top-down 

initiatives tackling infrastructure and resource issues, 

crowd sensing can support a bottom-up movement 

where urban citizens have the potential to impact and 

drive change.  However, there are many social and 

practical issues that must be addressed particularly 

around the applications and privacy issues of crowd 

sensing.  The SenCity workshop [1] explored these 

issues through praxis, moving out of the classroom and 

into the city to get first-hand experience.  We present 

the results of the workshop investigations including 

implications for future crowd sensing initiatives. 
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Introduction 

Over the past decade the term smart city has 

encompassed a new and exciting goal that spans many 

research fields.  Advocates of the smart city ideal such 

as IBM [2] and Cisco [3] promote visions of highly 

networked urban environments heavily embedded with 
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sensors and actuators.  In addition they talk of 

sophisticated intelligent platforms capable of process 

automation towards optimum efficiency.  These are 

extremely challenging goals for the long-term however 

parts of this vision, such as sensor technologies, are 

already becoming part of our reality with the retro-

fitting of existing cities and even the development of 

new experimental urban sites such as Masdar City [4] 

and New Songdo [5]. 

For many, data is the key to understanding the 

complex processes within cities with a view to 

improving them.  Sensing technologies in many forms 

have been deployed in cities across the world to 

capture countless types of data including energy needs, 

water levels, traffic flows, air quality and noise pollution 

to name a few.  However, in parallel to these top-down 

infrastructure initiatives there is also a growing bottom-

up movement of citizen scientists gathering their own 

data through smart phones and small IoT sensing kits 

such as the Libelium Waspmote [6] and the Smart 

Citizen kit [7] from FabLab in Barcelona. 

This movement makes the power of data more 

accessible to the general public.  For example, citizens 

can now gather their own empirical evidence of traffic 

noise or air pollution, giving them greater muscle to 

challenge local government and drive change.  In 

addition, such crowd sensed data can also be of great 

benefit to city entities such as local governments when 

brought together for analysis in platforms such as 

Xively[8].  However, with new powers there are also 

new challenges that must be addressed. 

Although various reasons have been suggested for 

participation in citizen science practices [9] initial 

results show that up to 80% of IoT sensor devices are 

switched off after a short period of use.  We must 

explore why this is the case and investigate methods of 

sustaining engagement.  What are the killer 

applications of crowd sensing and how can we reduce 

the current drop-off rate?  In addition, what are the 

responsibilities of crowd sensing participants in terms of 

the privacy of others?  How and where should IoT 

sensing kits be deployed in public spaces? 

To explore these questions further through praxis we 

hosted a one-day hands-on workshop in Zurich where 

participants deployed sensing kits in urban spaces.  The 

workshop is fully described in the next section followed 

by descriptions of the two investigations (into 

applications and public privacy) that were conducted 

during the workshop.  The results of each investigation 

are presented and then discussed in a final conclusion. 

SenCity Workshop 

The SenCity workshop took place on Monday 9th 

September in Zurich, Switzerland.  The aim of the 

workshop was to investigate the issues of crowd 

sensing in a practical and hands-on way.  It appealed 

to a wide audience and attracted technologists, 

designers, social scientists and others from all across 

the world.  The one day workshop began with a brief 

introduction into crowd sensing with a focus on urban 

environments, looking at current deployments in cities 

across the world, some of the IoT sensing devices 

available and the issues that crowd sensing raises, 

focusing on the two key issues of a) applications and b) 

public privacy.  Participants were then divided into 

groups and each group was given a SenCity kit (Figure 

1), custom made for the workshop by co-organiser, 

Vaiva Kalnikaite. 



 

 
Figure 1: The SenCity kit 

The SenCity kit is Microsoft Gadgeteer based and 

includes sensors for temperature, humidity, light, 

vibration, tilt and moisture which can be selected and 

used one at a time.  In addition it also includes an 

actuator in the form of a camera which can take 

pictures when a sensor reading goes above or below 

configurable thresholds.  These thresholds can be 

configured on the fly using the screen, knobs, buttons 

and sliders on the kit.  This means that a user can alter 

the actuation behaviours of the camera without the 

need to interface through a programming IDE.  A 

battery pack is included so the kit is fully mobile. 

The kit was fully explained and demonstrated to all 

groups and then time was given for brainstorming, 

designing and developing around two investigative 

challenges.  The first challenge investigated the 

applications of use for sensor kits in urban 

environments.  The second challenge investigated the 

privacy aspects of deploying such sensor kits in urban 

public spaces.  Groups were then given the chance to 

spend some time exploring Zurich city to test out their 

solutions and capture some real data.  The final part of 

the day was given to data analysis, reporting 

experiences back to the rest of the workshop 

participants and closing discussions.  The two 

investigative challenges are fully described in the 

sections below along with the solutions provided by 

groups and the results achieved. 

Investigation 1 - Applications 

The first investigative challenge looked at what types of 

application the SenCity kit could be applied to.  The 

addition of the camera as an actuator on each kit 

helped provide a starting point and a functional benefit 

that groups could build application ideas upon.  In 

deciding what their final application would be, groups 

also had to consider where best to deploy the sensor kit 

in Zurich to give best data collection results.  For this, 

each group was provided with a map of Zurich city 

centre (which was in close proximity to the workshop 

venue) and suggested locations of interest. 

Results 

Several groups adopted applications centred on the 

transportation and roads systems in Zurich.  One group 

took their kit on buses and trams.  They used the 

vibration sensor and configured the camera to take 

pictures of the bumpiest road locations.  Another group 

also favoured the vibration sensor.  They deployed their 

kit on a bridge and configured the camera to take 

pictures of the heaviest forms of traffic as they rumbled 

across. 

Environmental sensing applications were not so popular 

with only one group experimenting with moisture and 



 

humidity sensors to capture pictures of the most 

irrigated city flora.   

However, several groups implemented less traditional 

sensing applications which included an element of 

public engagement.  In several cases sensor readings 

were combined with asking people about their mood or 

with other forms of ethnographic questioning.  One 

group developed an application that was entirely 

focused on public engagement.  The group developed 

an alien shaped device with a cardboard hand and 

embedded vibration sensor.  They simply invited people 

to shake the hand to get their picture taken which they 

could then view on the visible SenCity screen. 

Investigation 2 - Privacy 

The second investigative challenge centred on the 

privacy concerns of the general public, looking at their 

reactions towards such mobile and easily installable 

sensing devices in public spaces.  For this challenge, 

groups were asked to consider where and how the 

SenCity kit should be incorporated into urban public 

spaces.  The deployment location was often driven by 

their chosen application but they also had to decide 

how the kit should look in that location, i.e. should it 

inconspicuously blend into its surroundings or should it 

stand out. 

Results 

None of the groups tried to camouflage their kit in any 

way when deployed in public spaces.  Instead, all 

groups adopted one of two design choices: 1) a simple 

box design or b) an anthropomorphic or animalistic 

design.  Before taking their applications out into Zurich 

city, we did not appreciate the impact that design could 

have on public reactions and feelings of trust and 

privacy violation.  However groups quickly observed 

very different behaviours based on the design choices 

they made. 

One group adopted a simple box design for their 

“bumpy road monitoring” application (Figure 2) which 

they took with them on various forms of public 

transport.  On one bus they were approached by the 

driver who had noticed the camera and wanted to know 

what it was for.  Although he was satisfied when an 

explanation was given he added that he was nervous of 

such monitoring devices due to his upbringing in East 

Germany.  Indeed the group became so aware of the 

attention that the box was creating that they decided to 

cover the camera with duct tape. 

 
Figure 2: The simple box design 

In contrast, the groups that adopted anthropomorphic 

or animalistic designs experienced no such anxieties 

from members of the public even though their designs 

were much less inconspicuous.  The group who 

developed an alien hand-shaking application (Figure 3) 



 

deployed it at several locations throughout Zurich city 

centre and experienced curiosity and intrigue with 

many people stopping to engage and have their picture 

taken.  No one questioned how the pictures would be 

used however one family were disappointed that they 

could not have a hard copy to take home with them. 

 
Figure 3: The hand-shaking alien design 

Another group developed a duck shaped application 

(Figure 4) where members of the public were invited to 

shake the ducks foot to indicate their satisfaction with 

public transport in Zurich.  This initial application did 

not work as expected so the group changed to 

ethnographic questioning in parallel to environmental 

sensing.  However they received so much positive 

attention towards the duck device that they began to 

use it as a way to draw attention and as an initial 

icebreaker.  Again, when people were shown their 

picture (by looking in the ducks rear) they did not 

question how it would be used. 

 
Figure 4: The duck design 

Conclusions 

The SenCity workshop at Ubicomp 2013 in Zurich was 

considered a success and many participants 

commented on how they enjoyed getting out of the 

classroom and into the city.  Participants enjoyed 

tackling the investigative challenges and useful insights 

were gained from their practical experiences. 

A range of different crowd sensing applications were 

explored by the various groups however it is notable 

that several groups favoured an element of public 

engagement and indeed were successful at engaging 

the public (e.g. the hand-shaking alien group).  This is 

a move away from the typical “deploy and forget” 

applications of crowd sensing and perhaps also new 

ways of monitoring more social attributes.  Indeed 

many groups were interested in capturing public 

perceptions or moods.   

It is also interesting to note the reactions of the public 

who interacted with these devices.  For many the thrill 



 

of seeing themselves appearing on a picture was 

enough reward for engagement but several individuals 

were disappointed that they could not receive a 

physical copy of the picture to take away with them as 

a souvenir for their efforts.  In future work we hope to 

explore how other local actuators (in addition to a 

camera) could be used to provide direct benefits to the 

owners of sensing kits or the individuals who interact 

with such devices as a means to encourage long-term 

participation in crowd sensing.   

In terms of privacy issues, a key outcome was the 

impact of design on levels of public anxiety and trust.  

Members of the public who interacted with the duck 

and alien shaped devices did not show any concern that 

a picture of them had been taken.  It appears that the 

“friendly” form factor of the duck and alien shaped 

sensing kits diverted attention from the monitoring 

functionalities within.  However, we see a stark contrast 

when compared with the simple box designs where the 

form factor did not distract and individuals immediately 

raised privacy concerns.  In future work we plan to 

further investigate the impact of form factor and its 

potential to address issues such as public privacy and 

trust.  Our intended test scenario is a “Living Lab” 

under deployment in Hyde Park, London.  Rather than 

hiding sensors in grey boxes we suggest highly visible 

sensor nodes in the shape or birds or animals.  As well 

as keeping with the aesthetics of the park we also 

hypothesise that park users will be more accepting of 

such devices. 
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